The metal to insulator transition (MIT) in Mott-Hubbard systems is one of the most important discoveries in condensed matter physics, and results in abrupt orbital transitions from the insulating to metallic phases by elevating temperature across a critical point (T MIT ). Although the MIT was previously expected to be mainly driven by the orbital Coulomb repulsion energy, the entropy contribution to the orbital free energy that also determines the relative stability of the metallic and insulating phases was largely overlooked. Herein, we demonstrate an orbital-entropy dominated reversible electronic phase transition in the metastable perovskite family of correlated rare-earth nicklates (ReNiO 3 ), in addition to their previously known MIT driven by orbital Coulomb energies. In reverse to MIT, the resistivity of ReNiO 3 abruptly increases by 2-3 orders by elevating T across another critical point (T R-MIT ) below T MIT , and such transition is named as reverse-metal to insulator transition (R-MIT). Combining the afterwards exponentially decreasing resistivity in the insulating phase of ReNiO 3 at further temperature elevation, a distinguished delta-temperatural transport character is established, which is potentially applicable for locking the working temperatures range for electric devices. The T R-MIT is shown to be enhanced via reducing the compositional complexity and size of Re or imparting bi-axial compressive strains, and meanwhile the transition sharpness of delta-temperatural transport is reduced. Our discovery indicates that temperature range for a thermodynamically stable insulating phase of ReNiO 3 is in between of T R-MIT and T MIT , while a new conductive phase with high orbital entropy is formed by further descending temperature below T R-MIT . 3 The discovery of new electronic phases and reversible orbital transitions among multiple-states within electron correlated materials can enrich distinguished material functionalities beyond conventional and promote new applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The past century witnessed the development of the metal to insulator transition (MIT) discovered in the d-band correlated systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] that promotes new applications such as thermochromism [10] , thermistor [11] , electronic field effect transistors [12] [13] [14] , and neuron-spin logical devices [15] . During MIT, the orbital configurations within Mott-Hubbard systems experience a sharp transition at a critical temperature (T MIT ) that abruptly switches the material phase between metal and insulator (semiconductor) [7] [8] [9] . In previous investigations, the MIT mainly attributed to the reduction in orbital Coulomb energy [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , while the respective variations in orbital configuration entropy (S Orbit ) were less considered as a significant contribution to the orbital Gibb's free energy (ΔG Orbit = ΔU Coul. − TΔS Orbit ). It is worth noticing that the elevation in phonon entropy should be also an important contribution to the MIT of vanadium dioxides when transits from the low symmetry monoclinic-insulating phase to the high symmetry rutile-metallic phase, as previously pointed out in ref [16] . Recently, several reports in high entropy compounds highlight the importance of the large elevation in the configuration entropy to the stability of material phases stability, which exceeds the contribution from the enthalpy to the free energy [17] . Beyond reasonable doubts, the synthesizing temperature can be effectively reduced for structural ceramics via introducing the compositional complexity or enlarging the configurational disorder. Extending an analogical consideration to electron correlated system with complex electronic phase diagram, it sheds a light on alternative manipulations on the relative stability among the multiple electronic phases (ΔG Orbit ) from the aspect of S Orbit , instead of U Coul. , to achieve a new reversible phase transition beyond MIT.
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It is interesting to note the temperature (T) induced variations in S Orbit for the metastable perovskite family of rare-earth nickelates (ReNiO 3 ), which are typical Mott-Hubbard MIT correlated system and exhibit continuously adjustable T MIT within 100-600 K via their rare-earth composition [8] . By reducing T from their conventional metallic phase across T MIT , the ReNiO 3 experience symmetry breaks form the aspects of both structures (via Jahn-Teller distortion) and orbital degeneracy (via charge disproportionations) [18] [19] [20] . Although the reduced symmetry is expected to abruptly decrease the S Orbit (ΔS Orbit,M→I <0), its positive contribution (-TΔS Orbit,M→I >0) to ΔG orbit. is smaller compared to the reduction in U Coul. (ΔU Coul.M→I <0) that dominates the transition from metallic to insulating phase. Further cooling down is expected to continuously descend S Orbit via improving the orbital ordering for the disproportionated t ) within the insulating phase of ReNiO 3 that gradually opens up the electronic band gap. This is evidenced by the thermistor transportations with large magnitudes of negative temperature coefficient of resistance (NTCR) beyond conventional semiconductors, as previously observed extensively in the insulating phase of several ReNiO 3 [11] . Noticing that this process is more dominated by the variation in the orbital ordering rather than the orbital configuration energy, a more significant temperature induced variations in S Orbit is expected, compared to the one in U Coul. . If there is another critical temperature, at which the magnitude in the positive contribution to ΔG Orbit from the entropy aspect (−TΔS Orbit. >0) can completely offset the reduction in U Coul,M→I , it will draw the potential to transit ReNiO 3 towards a new electronic phase with high S Orbit and low U Coul .
In this work, we demonstrate the presence of an orbital entropy dominated reversible electronic phase transition in the correlated perovskite family of rare-earth nicklates with high thermodynamical metastabilities (ReNiO 3 : size of Re < Nd), in addition to their MIT driven by orbital Coulomb energies. In such a transition, the resistivity of ReNiO 3 abruptly increases by 2-3 orders when elevating T across another critical point (T R-MIT ) below T MIT , the transportation of which is in reverse to MIT and is named as reverse-metal to insulator transition (R-MIT). This discovery indicates that temperature range for a thermodynamically stable insulating phase of ReNiO 3 should be in between of T R-MIT and T MIT , while a new conductive phase with high orbital entropy is formed by descending the temperature below T R-MIT . Noticing that the resistivity of ReNiO 3 firstly increases abruptly when elevating T across T MIT and afterwards exponentially decreases via its reported NTCR thermistor transportations, it establishes a distinguished character of delta-temperatural transports. By adjusting the rare-earth compositions and imparting interfacial strains, the delta-temperatural transports of ReNiO 3 can be further regulated, and this new functionality is expected to be used in to sense and lock the working temperatures of electronic devices.
To trigger as-proposed R-MIT driven by the contribution from S orbit. , both the thermodynamic and kinetic aspects need to be taken into account. Thermodynamically, it requires the insulating phase to exhibit more significant variations in S orbit. compared to the ones in U Coul. , when reducing the temperature. In that case, it is possible that the contribution from descending S Orbit to the G Orbit. of the insulating phase gradually offsets the lower U Coul. of its insulating phase compared to the metallic phase, as illustrated in Figure 1a . This is expected to be the feature for the insulating phase of ReNiO 3 , noticing that their NTCR transportation is expected to be more associated to the variation in orbital ordering rather than the orbital potentials. Kinetically, the intrinsic metastability of ReNiO 3 elevates the free energies for both its metallic and insulating phases, the effect of which reduces the energy barrier prohibiting the occurrence of R-MIT at T R-MIT , as illustrated in Figure 1b . In Figure 1c , the expected orbital transitions across T MIT and T R-MIT are illustrated. The metal to insulator transition via MIT when elevating T across T MIT reduces U Coul. and increases S Orbit , while the one via R-MIT when reducing T across T R-MIT is expected to more significantly enhance S Orbit compared to U Coul. .
As a typical example, Figure 2a shows the temperatural dependent resistivities (R-T) for quasi-single crystalline SmNiO 3 thin films grown on single crystalline perovskite substrates, such as LaAlO 3 , SrTiO 3 and (La,Sr)(Al,Ta)O 3 , using the chemical approach we described previously [11] . We can clearly observe as-proposed delta temperatural transportation behaviors for all three samples, in which cases the resistivity exponentially increases by reducing T until T R-MIT (the delta-transition point) and afterwards abruptly reduces. The R-T tendencies measured via heating up or cooling down overlaps with each other, indicating that both the R-MIT and its resultant delta-temperature transports are reversible.
It is also worth noticing that a higher T Delta is observed for SmNiO 3 /LaAlO 3 , compared to the ones for SmNiO 3 /SrTiO 3 and SmNiO 3 /(La,Sr)(Al,Ta)O 3 . According to our previous reports [11] , the lattice mismatches between the film and substrate results in various status of interfacial coherency and strains. As their cross-section interfacial morphology demonstrated in Figure 2b , the SmNiO 3 film is coherently grown on the LaAlO 3 substrate owning to a small lattice mismatch (~ 0.4%), and is under biaxial compressive interfacial strain. This is in contrast to SmNiO 3 /SrTiO 3 or SmNiO 3 /(La,Sr)(Al,Ta)O 3 , in which cases the epitaxial coherency is not perservable owning to a large lattice mismatch (~ -2.4% and -1.6%), and thereby the interfacial strain in relaxed. The X-ray reciprocal space mapping (RSM) results for SmNiO 3 grown on the various substrates are further shown in Figure S1 , where the same in-plane lattice vector is observed for SmNiO 3 and LaAlO 3 . In contrast, the in-plane lattice vector for SmNiO 3 slightly differs to the (La,Sr)(Al,Ta)O 3 that indicates a relaxation in the tensile distortion, while the relaxation is more significant for SmNiO 3 /SrTiO 3 . The biaxial compressive distortion is known to reduce the T MIT of SmNiO 3 , which is also observed in this work as shown in Figure S2 . To further investigate their electronic structures, the near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAF) analysis was performed to probe the relative variations in the Ni: L-edge and O: K-edge of our samples, as shown in Figure 2c ) [21, 22] when imparting the compressive distortion. A consistent variation was further observed in their O: K-edge (Figure 2d ), in which case the pre-peak (d 8 L) for SmNiO 3 /LAO exhibits a higher intensity [21, 23] .
From the above results, we can see that imparting bi-axial compressive distortion upon SmNiO 3 elevates the T R-MIT during R-MIT, which is not simply associated to the manipulation in relative electronic phase stability in MIT as the T MIT is reduced. The situation for biaxial tensile distorted SmNiO 3 , i.e. by coherently grown on SrTiO 3 via pulsed laser deposition similar to ref [24] , is demonstrated in Figure S3 , in which case the tensile distortion can be stabilized via the kinetics of the plasma involved process [24, 25] . The same in-plane lattice vector is observed for the pulsed laser deposited SmNiO 3 and the SrTiO 3 substrate underneath (see Figure S3a) , while a coherent interface is observed in their between (see Figure S3b) . Nevertheless, no R-MIT behavior is observed for the biaxial tensile strained SmNiO 3 in the investigated temperature down to 2 K, indicating that the T R-MIT is either eliminated or further descended below 2K. This observation in R-MIT is analogies to the MIT of tensile strained SmNiO 3 , in which case its MIT was not clearly observed [24, 25] .
To further regulate T R-MIT in a broader range of temperature, we adjusted the rare-earth composition occupying the A-site of the perovskite structure, similar to the regulations in their T MIT [8, 26, 27] . Reducing size of the rare-earth element results in more tilted NiO 6 octahedron that elevates the metastablility in their more distorted perovskite structure, as demonstrated in Figure 3a . This was previously known to strengthen the insulating phase at high temperature via more effectively split an energy gap within the hybridized O2p-Ni3d orbits that elevates the T MIT [8] . It is also worth noticing that the enhanced structural distortion for using smaller Re meanwhile reduces the symmetry in orbital configurations and is expected to reduce the initial S Orbit . This provides a larger thermodynamical potential to trigger the R-MIT at a higher temperature, while the enhanced metastability is expected to kinetically reduce the transition energy barrier.
Our expectation is confirmed by comparing the R-T results measured for ReNiO 3 with various single elemental Re compositions grown on LaAlO 3 substrate, as shown in Figure 3b . By reducing size of Re from Sm towards Tm, the temperature to trigger the R-MIT is observed to be elevated from ～50 K to ～150 K, while their T R-MIT is more clearly compared in Figure 3c . Meanwhile, the sharpness in the delta-temperatural transport is reduced, as indicated by their smaller variations in resistivity (R T-Delta /R 300K ) and the broadening of the full width half maximum of the delta-temperature range (T Delta -FWHM) shown in Figure 3d and 3e, respectively. It is also interesting to note that as-achieved delta-temperatural transports is relatively stable in magnetic field up to 10 T, as demonstrated in Figure 3f for TmNiO 3 /LaAlO 3 (see more example in Figure S4) . Apart from single rare-earth composition ReNiO 3 , the perovskite nickelates with binary and triple rare-earth compositions were also investigated to achieve a more continuous regulation of the T R-MIT and its resultant delta-temperatural transports. It was previously known that for regulating the MIT of rare-earth nickelates, the T MIT for Re x Re' 1-x NiO 3 is capable to be linearly adjusted between the T MIT of ReNiO 3 and Re'NiO 3 , via varying their relative composition of x [8, 26] . Figure 4a shows the R-T relation in the low temperature range for the multiple rare-earth composition perovskite nickelates, while their T R-MIT are more clearly compared in Figure 4b These results further confirm our understanding that the R-MIT is the entropy dominated transportation behavior that differs to the MIT in conventional Mott-Hubbard systems as dominantly driven by the orbital Coulomb energy [8] . It is worth noticing that the difference in rare-earth composition within ReNiO 3 is expected to vary the orbital configurations in every freedom within the real space. Therefore, the elevation in S Orbit for introducing an additional rare-earth composition is expected to be much larger compared to the enhancement in the compositional entropy that is simply calculated as 1
As illustrated in Figure 4c , the elevation in S Orbit via multiple compositional Re is expected to enhance the negative gain in the entropy contribution to ΔG Orbit within the insulating phase of Re x Re' 1-x NiO 3 , resulting in the reduction of T R-MIT . The R T-Delta /R 300K and T Delta -FWHM for multiple rare-earth composition perovskite nickelates are shown in Figure S5 , where a reducing sharpness in delta-temperatural transport is also observed with the elevation of T R-MIT . Although the relationship of T R-MIT with the multiple-Re compositions is more complex than the one of T MIT , a continuous regulation in the magnitude of T R-MIT can be still achieved. As achieved delta-temperatural transport is expected to open up a new gate for exploring new applications, such as more conveniently locking/excluding the working conditions of electric devices and circuits within a narrow window of temperature. In summery, an additional electronic phase transition at a lower temperature and with a reverse-temperature dependent transportation behavior compared to metal to insulator transition is discovered within metastable perovskite family of correlated ReNiO 3 (the size of Re <Nd). We name such transition as reverse-metal to insulator transition (R-MIT) and achieve broad regulations in its transition point (T R-MIT ) via adjusting the rare-earth composition or imparting interfacial strains. The R-MIT is expected to be driven by the entropy contribution to the orbital free energy that determines the relative stability between the metallic and insulating phase, and differs to the Coulomb energy driven MIT. This is evidenced by the lower T R-MIT:Re,Re' observed in multiple rare-earth composition perovskites nickelates (i.e., Re x Re' 1-x NiO 3 ) compared to the one from the composition weighted average of T R-MIT from ReNiO 3 and Re'NiO 3 as [xT R-MIT:Re +(1-x) T R-MIT:Re' ]. From the fundamental aspect, the thermodynamically stable temperature range for insulating phase of ReNiO 3 is redefined as between of T R-MIT and T MIT , while further descending temperature below T R-MIT triggers orbital re-configuration towards a a new conductive phase with high orbital entropy. From the aspect of application, a distinguished character of delta-temperatural transports is achieved via combining the R-MIT and afterwards NTCR thermistor transportations of ReNiO 3 by elevating the temperature across T R-MIT . It results in a significant enhancement in the electronic resistivity within a narrow window of temperature, and is expected to result in new applications such as locking the working temperatures range for electric devices catering for the demand in the fast developed automatic transmission and artificial intelligence.
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Figure 1. (a)
The temperature dependence of the Coulomb repulsion energy (U Coul. ), orbital entropy (S Orbit. ) and free energy (G Orbit. ) as illustrated for the insulating phase and metallic phase of ReNiO 3 . By reducing the temperature across T MIT , the U Coul. reduces more significantly for the insulating phase compared to the metallic one that triggers the conventional metal to insulator transitions (MIT). Afterwards, the band gap gradually opens by further reducing the temperature, and the ordering in orbital charge of Ni 2+ and Ni 4+ is improved to descend S Orbit. , which elevates the G Orbit. of the insulating phase compared to the metallic one. When reaching T R-MIT , the lower U Coul. of the insulating phase compared to the metallic phase was offset by the reduction in S Orbit. owning to the high orbital ordering, and this thermodynamically triggers the orbital transformation to reduce their ordering. As a result, a reversed metal to insulating transition (R-MIT) occurs to transform ReNiO 3 from the insulating phase at to metallic phase by further reducing the temperature. ) and free energy (G Orbit. ) when substitute the rare-earth composition in ReNiO 3 by a smaller rare-earth element (Re'). This is previously known to more distort the NiO 6 octahedron that opens the band gap and elevate T MIT . Unlike the MIT mainly driven by U Coul. , the R-MIT is expected to be triggered by the contribution from the descending S Orbit to G Orbit with temperature that offsets the variation in U Coul. between the insulating and metallic phases. The multiple rare-earth composition within ReNiO 3 is expected to not only enhance the compositional entropy but also largely enrich the orbital configuration complexity that elevates S Orbit. , and this further results in the reduction in T R-MIT .
